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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
TO AIS SYSTEM

1.1.Preamble
Humanity has faced an enormous technological evolution over the last 15 years in the area of
Networks and Communications, in parallel with the continuous progress occurring in the computer
hardware and software technologies. Communications and Informatics are undoubtedly considered as the
fundamental sections for developing systems and managing their critical component, the data, in order to
obtain information and consequently knowledge. As far as spatial data is concerned, the applied aspect of
the relevant sciences and the involved technologies lay in the greater area of map service such as Google
map and Openstreet map referred as Geographic Information Systems (GIS). GIS-based software
implementations comply with the principles governing contemporary software developments and they often
need to be integrated with existing systems of human activities. In addition, existing Database Management
Systems (DBMS), handle spatial information and through special software connectors serve requests
sourcing from GIS-based applications. Systems dealing with traffic accidents and road safety, may be
generally termed as Accident Information Systems (AIS), and serve the objectives of the user manual.
Accidents are handled as point events and are positioned over the transportation network through
appropriate referencing systems.
Improving road safety requires, among other measures, the existence of a properly designed Accident
Information System (AIS) that can retain accident, traffic and road geometry related data for accident
analysis purposes. A AIS should be able to spatially and temporally represent and analyze accidents and
their consequences. In addition, it should provide capabilities for relating accident data to other structural
and functional data such as the geometric characteristics of the road sections or intersections and the volume
and composition of traffic at these locations. Road safety indicators and predictors, necessary to estimate,
predict and/or assess the safety level of an area, roadway section or specific spot, can be properly calculated
only if a suitable and reliable AIS is in place.
Why collect accident data?
Road accidents are a very serious problem in the world as well as in Mongolia. Taking its point of departure
in the collected road accident data, the team is reviewing and analyzing this data for trends and patterns that
can help identify target areas for action. One particular finding worth highlighting is that 45,712 collisions
were recorded in 2016, and of those only 9 % occur in rural areas, however, these 9% of rural collisions
result in 73% of all fatalities. Hence it is very clear that the fatality risk in rural areas is significantly higher
than in the city, despite the small volume of accidents.
Accident data – information about the circumstances of an accident – are the basis for all targeted road
safety interventions. For example, access to comprehensive, reliable and accurate road accident data makes
it possible to identify specific roads, vehicles and road users which need to be targeted with road safety
interventions.
Road safety data, collected every day, can fulfil this purpose if they are properly recorded and compiled in
a reliable system that can subsequently be used for data processing and analysis. The results can also be
disseminated to relevant stakeholders and, when used effectively to make full use of their potential, can aid
decision making about the overall direction and strategy for road safety in Mongolia.
Police are charged with the responsibility for accident data collection and investigation. This manual
explains the methods and procedures that the Police will use to collect and analyze these accident data.
The Accident Information System database under the Integrated Road Safety Management System contains
considerable information about the circumstances of each traffic accident that is reported to the INTPC.
The data collection is subdivided into five main components:
•

The accident section;

•

The traffic unit section, including casualty information on drivers; and

•

The casualty sections.

The accident section contains information on the circumstances of the accidents:
•

When (day, time)

•

Where (location of the accident)

•

What (a description of the accident type)

The traffic unit section contains information on the vehicle(s) involved in the accident:
•

Which (all vehicles involved)

•

Who (the drivers)

The first casualty section contains information on the characteristics of any passengers involved:
•

Who (the passengers)

The second casualty section contains information on the characteristics of any pedestrians involved:
•

Who (the pedestrians)

The third casualty section contains information on the characteristics of the witnesses involved:
•

Who (who else saw the accident)

•

Who (who else saw the accident and eyewitnesses)

The general form of the Accident Information System database
The Accident Information System database is structured around the unique accident identifier and an
identifier generated within the AIS for each vehicle involved:
•
ACCIDENT ID links to VEHICLE ID(s), as there can be more than one vehicle (traffic unit)
involved in an accident
•

VEHICLE ID has data on each vehicle (traffic unit) and each driver (traffic unit controller)

•

PASSENGER links to VEHICLE ID

•

PEDESTRIAN links to VEHICLE ID

•

WITNESS(es) links to ACCIDENT ID

•

EYE WITNESS(es) links to ACCIDENT ID

•

VICTIM(es) links to ACCIDENT ID

The variables within the database provide information about the date, time and location of the accident; the
number and type of vehicle(s) involved; the name, age and sex of the drivers (motorcycle riders, cyclists,
etc., that is, traffic unit controllers) and of any passengers and any pedestrians involved; address and
geographical area of the drivers (traffic unit controllers); the number, age and sex of all persons involved
in the accident, including if they were treated or hospitalized; information about the road and weather
conditions at the time of the accident.

1.2.Hierarchical level of the System role
The system offers a user role hierarchy that you can use within the levels of access. Roles within the
hierarchy affect access on key components such as records and reports.

www.traffic.police.gov.mn

Super
administrator

Main display, add new accident, accident list,
validators, statistics, maps, user, logs, catalogs,
profiles, mail and log out

Province

Main display, add new accident, accident list,
validators, statistics, maps, user, logs, catalogs,
profiles, mail and log out

administrator

Reporting
officer

Main display, add new accident, accident list,
validators, statistics, maps, user, catalogs, profiles,
mail and log out

Head of NPA

Main display, add new accident, accident list,
validators, statistics, maps, profiles, mail and log out

Head of TPD

Main display, accident list, statistics, maps, profiles,
mail and log out

Stakeholders

Main display, accident list, statistics, maps, profiles
and log out

Figure 1. Level of Access Rights to Use the Traffic Accident Information System

In the above types of users, number of user access levels has also been identified, including the following:
1. Users with read-only access, that do not have access to create / edit reports of accidents or anything
in the system, can view all accident information and statistics, this access level is primarily aimed
for the chiefs. List of accidents and statistics can be determined to be viewed at different levels: All
information data, only reporting officer with access only to general statistics only.
2. Reporting officer: can create and edit accident data that is only made by himself. Can view general
statistics.
3. Head of NPA and TPD: can view general statistics.
4. Province Administrator: can create / edit each user's level of access, can create / edit accident in
view general statistics.
5. Super Administrator / User with full access, can create / edit any access level below, see the system
log, add / change the dictionary from the general catalogue, edit accident data in a system, can view
all the statistics.

1.3.Login Process
In order to use the Traffic Accident Information System, users have to complete the login process first.
To use the Accident Information System (AIS) application, a user has to login.
The login is an authentication process that determines whether a legitimate account is being used to access
the application. The login page can be accessed in http://www.traffic.police.gov.mn. After login, the screen
display will appear as shown in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2. Login page

A user with a legitimate account enters a username in the first line, and the password in the second line.
LOGIN

The user then clicks the
button to proceed to authentication. When the authentication has
succeeded, and the user has been identified as a legitimate account holder, the screen changes to the system
main menu.

Figure 3. Main page

When finished using the system, user must terminate or close the system by clicking the
located at the upper right corner of the screen (see the pointer).

button

1.4.Main page
After a successful user log in, the Accident Information System (AIS) application home page will appear,
as shown in Figure 3.
In the center of the home page, there is a graph showing cumulative statistics of road accidents in Mongolia,
as reported through the AIS. A user can choose to view these statistics by hour, by day, by month, or by
year. The default display of cumulative statistics is by hour. At the bottom of the page, you will find new
subscribers.

Figure 4. National Police Agency logo and Main menu

By pressing the logo of the National Police Agency, the user can switch from page to page.

Accident data
Clicking on the "Add Accident" button from “Main menu” (as shoаn in Figure 4) will open a new
accident entry form.

Accident list
Clicking on the "Accident" button from “Main menu” (as shoаn in Figure 4) will open accident list form.

Statistics
To view statistical information, see the options in the "Statistics" menu for accident reports as follows:

Figure 5. Statistic sub menu

Map
To get location info on black-spot from the map, select Map to show the locations of crashes on the map.

Figure 6. Map sub menu

Administration
Administration menu can add, delete, edit, and modify user and tablet account information, and retrieve
log information for recently completed tasks..

Figure 7. Administration sub menu

Catalog
Selecting the Catalog menu allows users to edit, add, delete, and delete certain system information. This
information can be made to change the parameters of the transport type, such as the type of vehicle crash,
and the road cover.

Email
Mail menu function as a means of sending messages to all stakeholder operators.

Chapter 2. ACCIDENT
DATA ENTRY
PROCEDURE

Add new crash data
To collect data from accident scene, the user will use the "Add Accident" button from the system menu.
The form that appears when selecting the "Incident Info" menu is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 8. Accident data entry screen

The crash information is divided into two groups: A and R. Part A contains general information related to
the accident, and information on the condition of the road section R.

2.1.

Accident data

A1. Reporting officer number

Here the inspector writes his / her number. Automatically search during the record and select your
number directly from the list that you are offering.
A2 . AММiНent at the Нate, time

Here is the date, time of the accident. The placement of the inserted badge will appear in the date and in
the hour, and the minute of the selection tool will be inserted, including the date, time and minute of the
accident. Insert the date and time sequence into the order.

A2b. Call date, time

The inspector shall include the date, time and minutes of the emergency response call. The placement of
the inserted badge will appear in the date and in the hour, and the minute of the selection tool will be
inserted, including the date, time and minute of the accident. Insert the date and time sequence into the
order.
A2 . Inspection date, time

The inspector shall include the date, time and minute of the incident to be performed. The placement of
the inserted badge will appear in the date and in the hour, and the minute of the selection tool will be
inserted, including the date, time and minute of the accident. Insert the date and time sequence into the
order.
4. Province

Here, select an aimag or city in which the accident occurred. The opening of the toolbox will be available
in Mongolia's capital city and other cities and 22 provinces.
5. District

Here, select the district or soum name of the incident. When click on the dropdown control, the city or
aimag district or soum name will appear. If the province or city is not selected, dropdown control is disabled.
6. Road name

Enter accident at the point of the road belongs. Use the
google map.

to use the map to select the road name from

Figure 9. Getting Road name from the map

Use the Mouse Zoom Function to accurately position the map so that the size of the map is appropriate. If
the road section is registered to google map, the road name will be automatically filled out.
7. Accident diagramm
Road traffic accidents are divided into 9 groups:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Accidents involving pedestrians (no marked crossing)
Accident when the vehicle continues its movement in one direction.
Single vehicle accidents involving only one vehicle and with no other impact
Single vehicle accidents where the vehicle hit a stationary object
Vehicle accidents at intersections
Accidents between vehicles travelling in opposite directions
Accidents between vehicles travelling in the same direction (without turning movement)
Accidents between vehicles travelling in the same direction when one or both are turning
Accidents between vehicles travelling in opposite direction when one or both are turning
Accidents between vehicles when the vehicles turn into the same path of travel

Figure 10. Accident diagram list

These 9 categories that have 2-7 choices within the scope and choose the one in the diagram that best
describes the accident. Here are a total of 53 diagrams, which will appear in the picture under.
One of the key information about the crash is the accident diagram, which must be taken seriously. When
making a choice, the vehicle is described as a movement before the accident.

Group

Description
Accidents with Pedestrian

0

Accident circumstance is not known

01 up to 07

Accidents involving pedestrians (no marked crossing)

11 up to 17

Accidents with pedestrians at marked crossings
Single Accidents

21 up to 25

Single vehicle accidents involving only one vehicle and with no other impact

31 up to 37

Single vehicle accidents where the vehicle hit a stationary object
Accidents Between Vehicle Collision

41 up to 42

Vehicle accidents at intersections

51 up to 53

Accidents between vehicles travelling in opposite directions

61 up to 67

Accidents between vehicles travelling in the same direction (without turning movement)

71 up to 76

Accidents between vehicles travelling in the same direction when one or both are turning

81 up to 84

Accidents between vehicles travelling in opposite direction when one or both are turning

91 up to 95

Accidents between vehicles when the vehicles turn into the same path of travel

Note: The inspector needs to choose the pre-incremental chart of the same number of transport vehicles
in the incident..

8. Accident type
Enter the type of accident.
Note: If the random selection, press again if you want to cancel the choice.



9. SpeМial information

Select this section if necessary.

10. Visibility

Here, choose the visibility where the accident scene.

11. Lightning condition

Here is the information about the lighting condition.
12. Weather

Here is the weather for the accident. Multiple choices can be selected.

2.2.

Road data

Figure 11. The options for inserting the Road Information Menu

R1. Road Function

This will include road administration jurisdiction.
R2. Road Status

Here is the road class
R3. Road Type

Here is the point where the accidents occur belonging to the road. Multiple options can be performed.

R4. Road Geometry

Here is the geometry of the road.

R5. Road Surface

Here is the type of road pavement. Select "other" if the road cover is not in the list.

R6. Surface Condition.
Here is the surface of the road that is characterized by direct visualization. Describe it and select it from the list on
the map below.

The condition of the road and the condition of the road surface is often the cause of the accident, so it is important to
accurately assess the surface of the road and make the choices.
R7. Speed Limit
Here, the speed limit for the road is expressed in km / h and is expressed as a speed limit along the road. If the speed
of the road is unspecified, make an "unspecified" choice.

R8. Junction Control

Here, if the accident occurred in the road intersection or junction, enter the control type of the intersection.

If the accident data is correct, click the

2.3.

button to move to the next section.

Road accident sheet

After completion of the traffic accident incident, enter the following window and include information on the vehicle
and driver information on the accident, if any, where the pedestrian is connected, and other information.

Figure 12. Road accident sheet
2.3.1. Add a vehicle
Click the

button to add a vehicle information connected to a crash.

Figure 13. Adding vehicle data
V1a. License number
Here is the license number of the vehicle connected to the accident.

V1b. Registration number
Here is the vehicle registration number associated with the accident.
V1c. Date of registration
Here is the registration date for the vehicle involved in the accident.

V2. Type of vehicle

Select the type of vehicle here.

V2 . VIN
Input the VIN number of the vehicle
V2b. Make
Input the maker of the vehicle
V2c. Model
Input the model of the vehicle
V2d. Color
Input the color of the vehicle

V3. Vehicle load

V4. Use of the vehicle

V5. Safety equipment used

V6. Prior damage of the vehicle

It should be noted that all vehicle injuries and injuries should be recorded and this information may be used to
determine the cause of the accident. For example, if a skid length is may be longer due to the failure of the vehicle's
brake performance.
The above note should be completed by the inspector if he / she considers it necessary to conduct an investigation
before the vehicle accident.

V7. Vehicle movement
In this section, use the movement to be performed before the vehicle accident, and then to the movement performed.
V7a. Before accident

V7b. After accident

V7c. End of accident

V8. Collision point / Damaged point

If the vehicle is damaged in whole side or fully, use the middle-point on the picture.
V9. Specific damage

In this section, the vehicle shall be marked in the case of a special damage, such as vehicle burns or ravines.
V10a. Speed (driver's statement) (km / h)

V10b. Speed (witness's statement) (km / h)

V10c. Speed (conclusion) (km / h)

V11. Skid length (meter)
Here is the input parameter for length of the skid line.
V12. Number of passenger
If the passenger was injured or injured, the number should be inputted.
V13. Vehicle ceased
Where the vehicle is transported to a place of detention, "Yes" shall be checked.
V14. Left steering wheel
If vehicle have left side steering wheel check it.
V15. Estimation of vehicle damage
This section does not apply to statistical information, and, if necessary, the vehicle defect is identified by
the inspector.

2.4. Driver data

Figure 14. Driver data
D1a. Driver’s liМense numЛer
Input the Нriver’s liМense numЛer
D1b. Driver’s liМense tвpe

D1c. Issue date of driver license

D1d. Expire date of the driver license
Input the expire date of the driver license.
D1e. Valid license

D1f. Driver school name
Input the Driver school name.

D2. Driver name
Input the driver first and last name

D3. Identity card
Details of the driver's document are included. If you are a foreign national, please include the passport information.

Enter the national ID card number.

D4. Age

Input the age of driver.
D5. Sex

D6. Nationality

D7. Education

D8. Profession

D10. Severity level

D11. Drunk/Intoxinated Driving
If driver is drunken or intoxicated driving, then put the alcohol percent.

D12. Safety equipment used

D13.
Э
D14.

.
ө ө

Э

ү

я

.

D15. Arrested
Input if driver is arrested.
D16. Guilty
If driver is guilty then check this option.
D17. Violation

D18. Hospital delivered
If driver is taken to the hospital input the name of the hospital.
D19. Phone
Input the phone number of driver.
D20. Address
Input the address of driver.
If above data is completed, press the Create button to show following window and enter the "Click Passenger"
button to enter information if the passenger is injured..

Figure 15. Driver data is added

2.5. Passenger data

Figure 16. Selection of Passenger data Menu
PS1. Passenger first and last name

PS2. Passenger age
Input the age of the Passenger.
PS3. Passenger sex

PS4. National ID number

PS5. Safety equipment used

PS6. Type of ride

PS7. Severity level

PS8. Behavior (at the accident time)
Choose what is the behavior of the passenger was like at that moment.

PS8. Hospital delivered
If passenger taken to the hospital, enter the hospital name.
PS9. Phone
Here is the passenger phone number.

PS10. Address
Here is the passenger’s residence address.
After entering the passenger information, click on the "Create" button to save the information and the number of
passengers added to the "Accident data".

2.6. Pedestrian data
PD1. First and last name of pedestrain

PD2. Age of pedestrian
Here, input the age of pedestrian.
PD3. Sex of the pedestrian

PD4. Vehicle that hit
Here's where to choose the vehicles that hit the pedestrian here and only the list of vehicles listed on the accident.

PD5. Id number

PD6. Nationality

PD7. Severity level

PD8. Pedestrian movement

PD8. Hospital delivered
If pedestrian hospitalized, enter the name of the hospital.
PD9. Phone
Here is the passenger phone number.
PD10. Address
Here is the passenger’s residence address.
After entering the passenger information, click on the "Create" button to save the information and the number of
passengers added to the "Pedestrian".

Figure 17. Pedestrian data is entered

2.7. Witness data
W1. First and last name of witness

W2. Age
Э

W3. Sex

W4. ID number

W5. Nationality

W6. Phone
Here is the passenger phone number.
W7. Address
Here is the passenger’s residence address
W8. Information
The statement of the witness shall be filed here.
After clicking the "Create" button, enter the "Witness" section.

Figure 18. Pedestrian data is entered

2.8. Eye witness data
W1. First and last name of witness

W2. Age
Input the age of victim
W3. Sex

W4. ID number

W5. Nationality

W6. Phone
Here is the passenger phone number.
W7. Address
Here is the passenger’s residence address
W8. Information
The statement of the witness shall be filed here.

When pressing the "Create" button, the "Statement of Eye witness" will be added..

Figure 19. Eye witness data is entered

2.9. Victim data
Vic1. First and last name

Vic2. Age

Input the age of victim
Vic3. Sex

Vic4. ID number

Vic5. Severity level

Vic6. Hospital Name
If victim is hospitalized, enter the name of the hospital.
Vic7. Address
Here is the passenger’s residence address
Vic8. Comment
Input the comment here.

After clicking the "Create" button, the "Victim" section will be added.

Figure 20. Victim data is entered

2.10. Inspector's comment
In this section, an investigator who arrived at the accident scene shall record the incident with the
witness testimony of the incident and include additional details such as important information
relating to the accident.
After the information is entered, the inspector will make the selection as shown in the figure below.

2.11. Working with photos
The system can include photographs of crashes, using the "Working with Photos" button.

Figure 21. Working with photos

Images of the Accident Photos are located, and may be removed from images or images.
Use the "Select file ..." button to insert a photo. When the picture is finished, click the back button to
move to the previous page.

ADD
VEHICLE >>

Chose if you want
to directly fill in
the information
about the vehicle
involved in an
accident.

ADD
PEDESTRIAN >>

Chose if you want
to directly fill in
the information
about a
pedestrian
involved in an
accident.

SAVE REPORT

Chose if you want to
save first the
information of accident
data that have been
made.

Cancel

Adding This
Report

Chose if you
want to cancel
the report.

Accident Coordinates GPS
List of

Vehicle Information
Driver Information

Pedestrian Information
Witness Information
Arrested Information

Figure 22. Accident data registration procedure

2.12. Completing the diagram

Figure 23. Choosing the direction of the vehicles

This section will be selected from the list of vehicles listed in the diagram. Check to make sure
you click the "Save" button.

After completing the bug information, click on the "Complete report" button to save the information.

Chapter 3. ACCIDENT LIST

In this section, there is information on the traffic accident reports recorded in the incident information
system. These reports can be repaired within 40 days of the date of inclusion and only administrations may
be administered.

Figure 24. Accident list

From here, you can see the summary of total traffic accidents and see details, view / edit, view, delete,
and delete locations.

To search road accident information, fill the following form with your parameter

Accident number: Search for accidental number.
Accident date, time, minute: Accidental search date, time, minute.
Registered Inspector: Look up the number of the inspector number.
Severity: Search for damage etc.

Figure 25. List of road traffic accidents

Figure 26. Traffic accident registration details #1

Figure 27. Traffic accident registration details #2

Chapter 4. Map

This section illustrates the location of the traffic accident in a specific area and the specified time.

Figure 28. A section showing the location of traffic accidents on the map

Select a place on the map to view the location of traffic accidents in the area (note that the date should be
included).
See the examples below for the location of traffic accidents in the region.

Location of Road traffic accidents
Click on any location of the road traffic accidents so that the general incident information will appear as
shown in the figure below..

Figure 29. Road accident info

4.1. Location of Black spot

Figure 30. Black spot example

Using a black spot search, the filter can be used.

Here, adjust the road to the "Road Names" to get the blackspot crashes, "Date and Time" to include the
beginning of the date of the accident and "Date and time" at the end of the date. It is also possible to filter
by aimag and district.

Figure 31. Black spot configuration parameters

In addition, the number of crashes in the black spot is at least a minimum, and the range of black points
can be adjusted in meters.

Chapter 5. Statistics

Detailed statistical information on road traffic crashes can be varied. Statistical data can be obtained in
various formats (spreadsheet, diagrams, comparisons, and export programs).

5.1. Standard report
The statistics section for road traffic crashes in this section is shown in columns. The general report can
be obtained as follows:

Figure 32. Standard report generation

This may include the scope of the report for a period of time or by its territory. To create a report, use the
"Generate Report" button.

Figure 33. Types of generating report

The crash report can be obtained in 11 different ways:
1. Aimag / month
2. District / month
3. Year / month

4. Clock / clock
5. Year / Core diagram
6. Participants in the traffic / Year
7. Participants in the traffic / Man
8. Average number of vehicles connected to an accident / Year
9. Traffic / Type of Injury
10. Age of Person / Participant of the Traffic

5.1.1. Aimag / month
Here you can see the accident reports of the cities and aimags. Column graphs and comparative tables can
be obtained.

Figure 34. Standard report

Figure 35. Standard report of Provinces by month

You can also print a report from here to use the "Print Reports" button. Also send a QR code from the top
right corner of the screen to another. The recipient of the QR code reads the web link and uses it to log into
the report.

5.1.2. Periodic report
This section is used for periodic, monthly, weekly, and quarterly reporting periods..

For example, consider a weekly report.

Then use "Create a Report" button.

Figure 36. Weekly report example

In the first part of the report, the total number of crashes during the week will be recorded, and the black
spot mapping will be displayed.

Figure 37. Severity level, Vehicle classification, type of Accident.

Continue with a graphical illustration of the injuries in the week and the vehicle classification and the
type of accident.

Figure 38. Types of injury

Figure 39. Accidents by region

The table below illustrates the type of accident in the regions.

Figure 40. Source of accident registration

It also shows the device that records the incident in a tablet or a desktop or a web.

5.3. Tablet report
This section provides a list of crashes that have been created using the tablet, and each inspector identifies
when, how many crashes, or which crashes the tablet from which the crash occurred.

Figure 41. Reports by the officers

5.4. Accident diagram

Figure 42. Stick diagram

This section provides a summary of the summary of the summary information on the accident.

5.5. Export
In this section, the crash information can be used as a tabbed file using the filter. The file uses data with
comma separated values (), which can be processed using software like Microsoft Excel and Google
Sheets..

Figure 43. Export filter

5.6. Cross tabulation
It is possible to analyze the traffic accident data recorded in the database with an interdependency table.
This feature is only available to administrators, administrators, and viewers.
The relationship between the two types of road traffic crashes is shown in the table and may modify some
of the data.

Figure 44. Crosstabulation of the report

Here is how to create crosstabulation,




Specify the date;
Select the type of data. The data is classified as an accident type, a vehicle, a pedestrian, and so on;
By pressing the Create button, a cross table will appear.

Below, the table shows the relationship between the number of d fatalities and the driver's license type.

Figure 45. Crosstabulation result

N / D (not defined) indicates that the employee who provided the report does not include driver's license
information. Unknown means that the person who provided the report and the driver's license category /
information is unclear. When analyzing data, these two values can be summarized as uncertain. The
administrator does not need to include information when it is necessary to use the administrator to track the
performance of the organization and its employees.

Chapter 6. Other modules

6.1. E-mail
e-mail has been created to inform the administrator of any issues or mistakes.

Figure 46. Email form

6.2. Translation
The original language system was written in English and adapted to the Mongolia under Asian
Development Bank's TA-9137 Project. Therefore, the translation of the system is based on
international names and experience, and translation has been made possible. As a result, changes
in the terms and conditions of traffic safety in the future may change the dictionary using the
translation function.

Figure 47. Translation module

This section includes translations in English and Mongolian. The "translated" and "Non translated"
button is used to refer to a list of unattached or unpublished. Use the "Add a comment" button to
enter a new translation. If you want to edit the translation, click on the Mongolian language that
you want to edit, and translate the translation into the pop-up window.

Figure 48. Editing or inserting translation phrase

After finishing use the

button for save, or

button for cancel.

6.3. Administration
This section includes user accounts, tablets accounts, and Log of the system.
6.3.1. Users
In this section, information about police officers, names, entries, posts, rank, e-mails is shown below.

Figure 49. Registered police officer’s information

When adding a new police officer to the system, clicking the "Create User" button will open a new user
windows and enter the appropriate information for the police officer..

Figure 50. User creation window

Here:
Access level: The "View View Information" field sets what access the user has access to the system. The
operation of the system is limited to this.
Location: In the "Aimag" or "District" area, enter the respective subdivision of that user.
Login information:
In this field, the name of the police officer who goes to the traffic incident information system in the "Name"
section.
Police officer number
Specific number that registered enrollment in the traffic accidental system.
Rank of Police officers
The rank of police officers registered in the traffic accident information system as follows:









General
Police colonel
The deputy colonel
Police major
Captain of the police
Police Officer
Police lieutenant
Senior Police Officer

Depending on the rank of a police officer, the right to use a traffic accident information system may be
restricted.

Figure 51. User role

1 : Super admin
The super administrator has the right to do all the work. This includes, specifying user resource rights,
system information, adding and modifying system bases, changing traffic accident information etc..
2 : Province admin
Administrators and registries have the authority to specify the rights to registered users in the specified
area, and to add and correct traffic incident reports, as well as to see crash reports in the area.
3 : District admin
Administrators and registries have the authority to specify the rights to registered users in the specified
area, and to add and correct traffic incident reports, as well as to see crash reports in the area.
4 : Inspectors who have access to statistical information or repair
Access to information, edit, data processing and statistical information.
5 : Reporting officer
All rights reserved, but cannot edit, delete the data.
6 : Monitoring officer of the police station
The reporting officer is located in the list of police officers on the ground that the police officers are on the
spot and the information on the person's name and title.

6.4. Log
In this section, system information, system shutdown, and system message options are occupied.
This section only permits access by the super admin and preserves the log for changes to this system.

Figure 52. System log list

6.5. System message
This section applies to admin with information such as time off and startup servers.

6.6. Catalogue (Base data)
This section is only authorized by the administrator and can see a list of database variables and their
description. The name of the given variable can be changed and the new variable can be added. For example,
if traffic accident form is changed then system should be changed in order to match with the changes.
The diagram below shows a list of variable diagrams of crashes. From here, the admin can create and edit
new diagrams.

Figure 53. Example of a Data List
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1. Preface
One of the fundamental tools for effective road crash interventions is accurate crash data combined with
good analysis and presentation tools that allow decision makers, road authorities, enforcement officers and
communications specialists to target interventions and optimize spending towards meaningful preventive
actions. Therefore, the collection, analysis, and reporting of robust data concerning accidents and their
consequences plays an important role in providing a data-driven foundation for informed decision and policy
making in relation to road accidents. The aim of the Accident Information System and the Mobile Extender
is to deliver significant and sustainable reductions in the exposure of people to accident risk but furthermore
to also reduce the severity of injury sustained from road accidents, when they cannot be avoided.
Accident prevention starts with accident investigation – to properly investigate an accident, accurate and
reliable data needs to be collected on the scene of the accident. The responding police officer on the scene
collects and records facts about what happened, when and where it happened, who was involved, and how
the accident occurred. From these facts gathered from the evidence on site, from the vehicle, and from
witnesses, the officer can determine why the accident happened.
Filling out conventional paper forms can be time-consuming and tedious work, and data need later to be
transferred from the form to a database, which often leads to reporting errors. The Mobile Extender for
Road Accident Information System has several advantages compared to manual reporting and filling out
forms:
-

One-step data input:
It allows all the necessary data on the scene of accident to be collected in a fast and systematic way
by the responding police officer, and to be sent directly to the central Server, and thus circumventing
reporting errors and delays in reporting time; no need to input data from paper form on the central
Server by hand or use other auxiliary system like OCR.

-

Allows exact coordinates of the accident to be obtained using GPS and map:
The officer is guided through the input screens where data are registered in tick boxes or drop-down
menus - the tablet has built-in GPS capability and the registration of the location of the crash is
therefore very easy. Map function is available in both offline and online modes.

-

Easy on-site picture documentation:
The police officer can use the built-in camera for documenting the accident further; pictures taken
with the tablet are automatically attached to the file of the accident in question.

The tablet solution and Mobile Extender therefore eliminates redundancy in police operations, increases the
quality, consistency and detail of data, and provides pictures that enable the police or researchers to reexamine the crash scene at later stages if more information is needed.
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2. Access and use of tablet systems
2.1 Adjust to the road environment and traffic conditions
The Extended Mobile Device application can effortlessly be modified to fit the local circumstances
and conditions of various traffic environments, vehicle types, or movement patterns. The high degree
of adjustability inherent to this tablet-system ensures that it will provide simplified data collection
procedures, increased data accuracy, as well as streamlined data analysis and reporting functions for
different situations and needs. The system is build up in a way that allows for custom-made alterations
which serves to assure that the application can be used in many traffic-related environments.

2.2 Application Interface and Communication with Other Databases
Our Tablet-based system is structured so it can easily be prepared to communicate with existing
databases and other software applications. Any database will have its own tailored interface that is
specific to that database – In order for the Extended Mobile Device (Tablet) to communicate with
e.g. the existing database for road safety incidents an API is used. An API, which is an abbreviation
for Application Programming Interface, consists of various protocols and routines, along with
programming tools and is used for building software applications. The API specifies how the different
software components should interact, and APIs are also used to simplify the implementation and
integration of new features and functions into an already existing application and helps the
programmer to build and modify a program or an application.
Our system comes with a comprehensive API that allows for simple and easy interface integration
with different databases. This also ensures that the application can be programmed to function in
various environments and contexts, and can be readily adapted to changing circumstances. Through
the API the application can be connected to any database, for instance related to bridge or tunnel
toll booths, airports, or harbor traffic systems. The API furthermore protects the information stored
on the Server from the application and ensures that only validated information is returned via a
database interface information request.

2.3 Adjustable Map-function that Respects Jurisdiction Areas
The high degree of adjusta ilit i here t to the Ta let a for e a ple e see o the appli atio ’s
map function. It can be programmed to include a map function that displays a specific jurisdiction
area and the boundaries related to it. In this way the user of the application can have a map readily
available that clearly defines and highlight the relevant part of the map for a particular jurisdiction,
while shading out the remaining areas of said map.
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3. Getting Started
To start to work with the Mobile Extender it is necessary to install the application on a mobile
device, register the mobile device on the central Server and have a defined login and password
created the for reporting officer. The target operation system of the Mobile Extender is Android.
Note: The primary goal of the Mobile Extender is to collect data on the site of accident
and transfer it directly to the central Server for further investigation and analyses.
Reporting, printing, data analysis and investigation-related issues are handled from the
Central Database

3.1 Registering a New Mobile Device on the Central Server
Log on to the Accident Information System as Super Administrator, Administrator of Province, or
Administrator of District – role restrictions will depend on the registration of the tablet:
 System
 Province/City
 District/Soma
In the menu choose Administration – Tablets:

Figure 1. Main page

A list of the registered tablets visible for the chosen Administrator role will be shown - here it is
now possible to edit the data:
To add a new tablet, click on Add new tablet
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Figure 2. Registered tablet list

The form below will appear – Fill it and click Create :
(For obtaining Device Serial Number, see further below)

Figure 3. Tablet registration

3.2 Downloading the Application
When the reporting officer is registered in the system he will need to open a browser window on
the mobile device and type in the URL address of the system:
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Figure 4. Login screen

Enter login and password – Upon successful entry the application download process will begin:
To download AIS app goto http://mong-dev.aisconsia.com/h2l/Sec.apk.
After download complete, choose package installer and hit settings
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Figure 5. Permission request

This guides you to the settings page, and switch Unknown source to on.

Figure 6. Permission settings

If security checking options come up hit the OK button to continue.
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Figure 7. Permission acceptance

If application installed successfully you will be asked to GPS on if it is not on.

Figure 8. GPS request to enable
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Note: When the application is started, it detects the state of the GPS module and if it is not
switched on it will ask the user to switch it on. This action requires a manual act as the Android
system restricts a programmatic manipulation with turning the GPS on/off. The GPS module
requires time (up to 30 seconds) to reach working state so starting with this step is
recommended.

3.3 Device Serial Number
The Device Serial Number can be found by tapping on the AIS logo in the left upper corner of the screen.
This serial number should be entered into the AIS system as it appears on screen:

Figure 9. Show serial number of the tablet

Note: For safety reasons the unregistered device cannot log on to the system even with correct
login and password.
To start to work with application it is necessary to register reporting officer on device and perform initial
synchronization with the central Server. The application has been developed to allow for several reporting
officers as mobile device users. The application separates the input accidents by user and later the reporting
officer can synchronize only his accidents. However, if the accidents are unsynchronized accidents but
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reporting officer (originator) is not available, it is still possible to send data on central Server by changing
reporting officer in the header of the accidents to an active reporting officer. In this case, the accident will
belong to the submitting reporting officer on the central Server.
The application stores only officer ID (login) and officer name on the device. ID should be the same as in the
system, while the name is not controlled by the system. The name is added for convenience to recognize
user in the application. Password will be asked for upon synchronization. Initial synchronization is mandatory.
Upon initial synchronization the application gets necessary dictionaries, language translations, accident
diagrams, as well as corresponding Province and District of the responding officer.
Note: As a safety precaution the application does not store passwords.

3.4 Application elements
Note: The application uses diagrams, dictionaries, and language translation from the central
Server. On the central Server it is possible to edit/add or delete these elements in the actual
application – any changes and translations made will be transferred to the application after all
accidents are sent to the Server to ensure no loss of input or data.
The application uses the following control elements:
 Input box: Used to enter text or digits:
(Some input boxes are editable only via side action)

 Dropdown list: Used to select single element from a dropdown list:

 Multiple choice section: Used to select multiple elements from a list:

 Date and Time Picker: Used to set date and time:
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 Check Box: Used to trigger value as Yes or No:

3.5 Standard interfaces
The top section of each screen has the following elements:




Name of the screen
Save utto : Whe tapped the data is sa ed i a lo al data ase. Depe ds o logi - this button can
be omitted
Back utto : Whe tapped the o trol is retur ed to the pare t s ree , a d a
ha ges ill e
discarded

The lists have two controls for each row on the right:


for Delete



for йdit
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Figure 10. Main menu

List information contains two types of buttons on the right. In this regard
Delete button;

Edit button;

Figure 11. Registered but not uploaded accident data

Any delete actions require approval:
If the accident does not belong to the current user, or a default user is not set, the following message will be
appearing:
У о лы эдээлл
у т х оло ж ү .
Зө хө эдээлэл о уул
хэ э лэ ч у т х
оло жто

In any other cases this message will appear:

Мэдээлл
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у т х уу?

If data validation of the mandatory fields to be filled in is not passed, then the informational screen with
the list of field missing will be shown. Furthermore, an erroneously filled or missed element in the form is
highlighted by a red border, as demonstrated in the example below:

Figure 12. Error message

3.6 Application set-up
The setup menu contains the following three sections:
 Add Officer ID
 Transactional Parameters
 Language
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Figure 13. Setup page

3.6.1 Add application user
Tap “etup utto - I Add offi er ID se tio i put ID logi
tap the Add utto at the e d of this se tio :

a d a e ould e a

- When finished

Figure 14. Add an officer

Note: To ensure high usability the Add a tio has i
instantly to the database.

ediate effe t a d the new user is added

3.6.2 Set default user
Tap “etup utto - I the Tra sa tio al Para eters se tio
dropdo list a d tap “a e utto .

hoose the e essar

a ei

Offi er ID

Figure 15. Transaction parameter

If reporti g offi er is ot a aila le o the list, the add hi

i the Add offi er ID se tio .

Tap "Delete current" button to delete an officer in the "Officer ID" selection.
Note: For security reasons the Delete urre t a tio has i
instantly deleted from the database.
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ediate effe t a d the user is

3.6.3 Set default language
Tap “etup utto – I the La guage se tio it is possi le to hoose a la guage fro
When fi ished tap “a e utto :

the dropdo

list –

Figure 16. Language menu

Note: The list of languages is compiled from all the available language translation in the
database.

3.6.4 Synchronization
To s hro ize ith the e tral “er er, hoose Offi er ID fro the dropdo list Default user is sho
auto ati all a d i put pass ord, a d tap “tart utto to egi the s hro izatio :

Figure 17. Synchronization

The appli atio sho s a ti it i the log se tio u der Phase a d “tatus olu s. Whe the
synchronization is successful, a message is displayed. If the synchronization is unsuccessful an error message
will appear.
Note: If the synchronization button is activated by mistake it is possible to interrupt the
s hro izatio
tappi g the E it utto .
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Note: To ensure that no valuable data is lost during the transfer all accident data remains on
the local device until it is successfully transferred to the central Server, or deleted from the
device

4. Application use and accident registration
4.1 Accident List
The accident list on the starting page contains brief information to help identify the accident: diagram,
date, time, district, and a list of the parties involved in the accidents:

Figure 18. Registered accident list

4.2 Accident Header Registration
Tap the Add A ide t

utto :

Figure 19. Add accident button
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4.2.1 Accident data

Figure 20. Accident general data

To register new accident data hit the Accident data button. After hitting Accident data button next windows
will appear and it is used to input about accident general information.
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Figure 21. Accident general data input page

Here:
*Officer ID – Registering officer ID
Province, district – This will be filled automatically based on registered officer.
Accident date – Accident date.
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Figure 22. Date and time tool

*Accident time - Accident time
*Call date – Call date
*Call time – Call time
*Inspection date – Inspected date
*Inspection time – Inspection time
*Visibility – Input if visibility was clear or not
*Type of Accident – Input accident type
Special information – If driver is run away from accident scene or vehicle burnt use this field.
Accident diagram – Choose suitable diagram to the accident scene

Figure 23. Accident diagram

Lightning condition – Choose lightning condition
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Figure 24. Accident general data input page (continued)

Weather – Choose weather. Can be multiple choice
GPS – On the left side the status of the GPS receiver is shown. A blinking red point indicates that the GPS
receiver is switched off. A green point indicates that it is switched on. The next two fields show the
communication parameters of the GPS receiver, such as the number of visible satellites and accuracy of the
coordinates
The background gives the following information:
 Red background indicates it is impossible to get coordinates yet.

 Grey background indicates a much lower accuracy (range: 21-100 meters).

 Yellow background indicates a low accuracy (range: less or equal to 20 meters).

 Green background indicates a good accuracy to get coordinates (range: less than 10 meters).
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Due to the nature of GPS location the coordinates can be imprecise at times – to solve this issue a map
function allows for specification of the correct location manually on the map, if the GPS location is not fully
correct.
To o tai a d/or orre t the oordi ates tap Map
By tapping the Get Coordi ates
If the Ba k
unchanged

utto

utto the coordinates of the selected spot will appear

utto is tapped o oordinates are obtained. If previous coordinates exist they will remain

Figure 25. Map button

Figure 26. Location pointer

Note: If the big marker is untouched the coordinates of the small marker will be used. However,
if the big marker is moved, the coordinates of the big marker will be used instead.
Note: It is possible to use the map function without a working GPS receiver. In this case
positioning on the map is pure manual work: The small marker will be positioned to GPS
coordinates of the District1 that the reporting officer belongs to. Thus the map will display the
1

The GPS coordinates of the center of the District or District Police Station need to be input on the central Server prior
to use and the application will get this data upon login by the reporting officer and then saves it in the local database.
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general area where the reporting officer operates. This allows the reporting officer to find the
necessary place by scrolling on the map and move the big marker to the desired location.
Road name – After input gps coordinates road name will appear.
Accident Drawing – Draw accident scene based on GPS captured map. There are multiple objects, such as
vehicle, pedestrian, motorcycle etc.

Figure 27. Accident drawing

Road data – Belongs to road information
Road condition – What was the road condition is.
Road part – Which part of road is belonging to accident point

Figure 28. Multiple choice menu

Road Geometry – Input road geometrical inut
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Figure 29. Accident general data input page (continued)

Road cover – Input road cover
Road surface – Input how is the road surface is.
Speed limit – Maximum limit of speed for road section
Junction control – If accident point is in junction, input the information about it.
Road class – Class of road
Damaged property – Input the information about objects if other than vehicle and
Police statement – fill If necessary .

C. Witness input
Tap o the Wit ess utto of the A ide t й iro
to the accident displayed

e t pare t s ree to ha e a list of it esses li ked

The Witness section follows the same system as the Arrested section, and it is therefore possible to add a
it ess tappi g the Add Wit ess utto :
Choose if witness is eye witnessed.
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Figure 30. Witness data page

4.2.2 Vehicles and drivers involved
In this section it is possible to add a vehicle to the accident as well as to position cars and pedestrians on
the accident diagram previously selected in the Accident Data section. Child screens for input:
A. Add Vehicle
B. Direction A/B

Figure 31. Vehicles and drivers involved
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Figure 32. Vehicles add and drivers data

A. Add Vehicle
To add a ehi le to the a ide t tap Add Vehi le o the pare t s ree . The for to e filled i for the
vehicle data is now shown. If there is Internet available via GSM or WIFI it is possible to check vehicle
credentials in the Vehicle Registration Database (if this exists and is supported).
To check type the plate number in the input field and tap the Che k Plate

utto :

Check Plate is for filling automatic vehicle data based on Plate number of vehicle.
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Figure 33. Vehicle add page

A popup box with the retrieved data will appear:
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Figure 34. License plate data retrieval

There are two options to finish the action after the data has been retrieved from the database:
1. Tap Ba k : the o

ill e losed a d it is possi le to o ti ue editi g the for

2. Tap Use Data : The retrie ed data ill e i serted i the appropriate field of the se tion, the box
will be closed, and it is possible to continue to edit with the inserted data.
It is also possi le to retrie e data o the dri er of the ehi le fro the Dri ers Li e se’s Data ase, here
G“M or Wiнi is a aila le. If the Dri ers Li e se’s Data ase i tegrated ith a Violatio Data ase, the dri er’s
violations will be shown also.
Che k Li e se - driver's license check.
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Figure 35. Driver data

A popup box with the retrieved data will appear as it also did with the license plate check.
There are two options to finish the action after the data has been retrieved from the database:
1. Tap Ba k : the o

ill e losed a d it is possi le to o ti ue editi g the for

2. Tap Use Data : The retrie ed data ill e i serted i the appropriate field of the se tio , the o
will be closed, and it is possible to continue to edit with the inserted data.
Note: The essage Not Fou d ill appear at the top of the o if data for the specified
dri er’s li e se u er is ot fou d.
Whe do e, tap “a e to sa e the data i putted a d retur to the A ide t Details se tio or Ba k to
discard the information and then return:
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B. Direction of A/B
This function allows the reporting officer to map cars and pedestrian onto the previously selected accident
diagram. In this way it is possible to input the moving direction of Object A and Object B in the diagram.
Note: This function should be used when all parties of the accident (cars, pedestrians) have
been registered in the application, otherwise the list of the objects to input will be incomplete
or empty.
On the left side of the screen there is a compass circle to set up the direction that Object A is heading which
helps to orient the diagram in the correct direction.
First action needed is to specify Object A and Object B so they then can be placed on the diagram in
relation to each other:
Tap the desired car/pedestrian from the olu
O je t A . The hose o je t ill the e disa led i
olu
O je t B and vice versa. Then tap on the compass to specify the direction of the selected Object
A:

Figure 36. Direction

Whe do e, tap “a e to sa e the data a d retur to the A ide t I for atio pare t s ree or tap Ba k
to discard the data, and return.
Note: After completing and saving this section, the appropriately assigned letter, A or B, will
o appear i the O j olu
of the Accident Information under the Pedestrian and Vehicle
section of the screen:
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4.2.3 Pedestrians Involved
Tap o

Add Pedestria

to ri g forth the for

for addi g a pedestria to the a ide t:

Figure 37. Add pedestrian

When do e tap “a e to sa e the data a d retur to the A ide t Details se tio , or tap Ba k to dis ard
the data and return:

Figure 38. Pedestrian data
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4.2.4 Send accident data
If reporting officer is completed the accident data input, it is possible to send to server. To do this officer
has to use Synchronize button.

Figure 39. Send accident data

Using officer password he/she can start synchronization process.

Figure 40. Synchronization

If there are o pro le i se di g the essage “ hro izatio is o plete ill appear. Or it ill sho the
error message about the problem. After correcting the error officer can try again.
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ROAD SAFETY TA-9137 MON WORKHOP
Ө Л
Н А ЛАНГ
Н Х АЛ
Date: June 14, 2018
Хэ ээ: 2018 ы 6
ы 14ө ө
Venue: Crystal hall, The Blue Sky Hotel
Х
: The Blue Sky
ы К
Бү
08:30 – 09:00

Registration
О
ы

ү

Нээл
,

э
а

ө

эл / Registration

лла аа / Opening session
.

-

09:00 – 09:40

Opening remarks
S.Batbold, Head, Road Transport Policy Implementation and Coordination
Department, Ministry of Roads and Transport Development
Katherine Guy, Transport specialist, ADB
D.Amarsaikhan, Head, Traffic Police Department
,
ө өө ө

09:40 – 10:30

.К

.

,
өө

Handing over of Accident Information System equipment
ө
ө
Introduction of Road safety TA-9137 MON
Project team
Ца
“

10:45 – 11:15

ы а а ла а / Coffee break – 10:30-10:45
ө ө өө
”
ө

,
.Э

“Road safety policy and challenge”
A.Enkhbold, Senior officer, Road Transport Policy Implementation and
Coordination Department, Ministry of Roads and Transport Development

“
11:15 – 11:45

11:45 – 12:00

,
.

,

,

Questions and Comments
х

л ы а а ла а / Lunch break - 12:00-13:00

“

ө ө өө
. ө

,

“Seat belt campaign”
R.Munkhbayar, Police colonel, Head of Road Safety Department, Law
Enforcement University
“
,
,
”
,
ө
,
.

,

“Using driver data on Accident Information System”
Ch.Batbold, Police lieutenant colonel, Head of Registration and Monitoring
Center
Ца

ы а а ла а / Coffee break – 14:00-14:20

“

14:50 – 15:20

,

”

13:00 – 13:30

14:20 – 14:50

,

“Accident information system usage”
Ch.Jargalsaikhan, Police colonel, Head of Technical and Road Inspection
Division

Ө

13:30 – 14:00

”

ө
.

ө

ө
ө

,

”

“Results of First aid training”
G.Selenge, Researcher, National Center for Public Health
“
5
Э
ө ө ,
”
.
“Study on traffic accident related illness and fatality of last 5 years”
B. Buyan-Arvijikh, Epidemiologists, National Trauma and Orthopedic
Research Center

15:20 – 15:40

Question and answer

15:40 – 16:00

Closing session

Э

